
Coles Agreement goes through!! 

In the lead up to the agreement being approved Coles asked our members to 

look over some roster choices based on information provide by the company. 

AMIEU SOUTH & WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

CONTINUING TO STRIVE FOR BETTER  WAGES & CONDITIONS 

Clause 8.1.2 (c) states the following: 

Any work performed outside the spread of hours in clause 8.1.2(a) shall be overtime in line 

with clause 8.4 unless an individual flexibility arrangement is made in accordance with clause 

2.1 of this Agreement. This Agreement recognises that clause 2.1 allows for the Company and 

the team member to reach agreement to perform ordinary hours of work part of their normal 

roster during hours that may be outside the spread listed above provided that the overtime 

penalty rates are paid for any such time worked. This does not apply to public holidays.   

[Our highlighting] 

Your union is currently trying to set up a meeting with the state HR team to discuss the 

information being given to our members. 

Individual meetings are also currently being held across several stores.  

Please call the office if you have any further questions or simply wish to enquire about what you 

have been told.  

Don’t forget, we did envision that some items in with the agreement would be 

subject to interpretation and that we now have arbitration to resolve any of 

these issues.   

We will not hesitate to elevate a dispute to this level where needed 

As an example of untrue information, meat team members are being advised that they cannot 

be rostered outside the span of hours.   

Some of that information is incorrect and in some cases is completely untrue. 

As a consequence of this incorrect or untrue information being circulated by the company, 

our members have been left confused or frankly not happy with the outcomes they have 

been provided. 

Any advice to the contrary to this very clear clause is obviously deceptive. 

Or maybe you have been told that you can only enter into flexibility under the SDA agreement? 


